
“Our Best Days Are Now”
David Baroni/ Kingdomsongs inc./ BMI/ CCLI

intro:  G         C        Em         C           G           C           Em           C

verse 1:  Em                             Cmaj7        Em                                    Cmaj7
   Weary from the battle                          wounded tempted                to give up the fight
Em                                 Cmaj7     Em                                       Cmaj7               
       You hear the Spirit whisper            grace comes floods the darkness with His light

prechorus:  Am                                Em       C+2     
    Though you've seen victories through the years
Am             Em                     Cmaj7 
     Father's telling you Your greatest time is here

chorus: G                        C                     Em                        C          
Your best days, your best days  your best days are now      oh oh oh oh
G                        C                     Em                        C                          G                 G
Your best days, your best days Your best days are now Oh oh oh oh

verse 2: Em                      Cmaj7        Em                               Cmaj7
       So many all around us             desperate people  longing to be loved
Em                                         Cmaj7    Em                                     Cmaj7
       They're searching for the Father           wanting just what         we've been tasting of

prechorus:Am                Em                             Cmaj7  
       Life gets hard sometimes that's just the way it is
                        Am                  Em              C+2        
       But we've come into the Kingdom for such a time as this 

chorus 2: G                      C                   Em                        C          
Our best days, our best days  our best days are now      oh oh oh oh
G                      C                  Em                       C   
Our best days, our best days our best days are now Oh oh oh oh

chorus 3:  G                      C                   Em                        C     
Oh oh oh oh    Oh oh oh oh  Oh oh oh oh our best days are now
G                      C                   Em                        C     
Oh oh oh oh    Oh oh oh oh  Oh oh oh oh our best days are now

chorus 2:  G                      C                   Em                        C          
Our best days, our best days  our best days are now      oh oh oh oh
G                      C                  Em                       C   
Our best days, our best days our best days are now Oh oh oh oh


